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Pixelmator Photo updated with iPadOS 13 support, batch photo editing
Published on 10/01/19
The Pixelmator Team today released Pixelmator Photo 1.1, a major update to the powerful
photo editor designed exclusively for iPad. Pixelmator Photo gives photographers all the
tools they need to edit photos on iPad. The latest update adds support for the magical new
iPadOS 13 and takes full advantage of improvements to the Files app, brings machine
learning-enhanced batch photo editing, includes deeper integration with iCloud Photos, and
more.
Vilnius, Lithuania - The Pixelmator Team today released Pixelmator Photo 1.1, a major
update to the powerful photo editor designed exclusively for iPad. The latest update adds
support for the magical new iPadOS 13 and takes full advantage of improvements to the
Files app, brings machine learning-enhanced batch photo editing, includes deeper
integration with iCloud Photos, and more.
"The new iPadOS 13 makes iPad even more powerful and capable for creative pros and
consumers alike," said Saulius Dailide, one of the founders of the Pixelmator Team. "And,
inspired by this, we're adding powerful new capabilities to Pixelmator Photo with the new
batch photo editing. So photographers - beginners and pros alike - can batch edit entire
photoshoots using just their iPad."
Pixelmator Photo 1.1 brings full compatibility with iPadOS. And, thanks to a Files-based
design and editing workflow, it also takes full advantage of improvements to the Files
app. So you can now use Pixelmator Photo to edit images in external locations - whether
that's an external drive, SD card, or USB drive - and even file servers.
The update also features powerful batch photo editing enhanced by machine learning. So
users can now batch edit hundreds of photos with just a few taps, improving shots using
machine learning algorithms trained on millions of professional photos. With a collection
of readymade batch editing workflows created by the Pixelmator Team, it's easy to jump in
and start batch editing. What's more, users can easily create their own batch workflows
using custom color adjustment presets, as well as actions for cropping, straightening,
exporting, and even resizing photos for a full-featured batch editing experience.
Thanks to much more refined file management and direct iCloud Photos integration, using
Pixelmator Photo to manage an ever-growing photo library becomes easier than ever.
Pixelmator Photo now automatically manages edits and saves changes directly to your
library without having to manually import photos or create duplicates. In addition, users
can favorite, delete, and revert images in their Photos library without having to leave
Pixelmator Photo.
Pixelmator Photo 1.1 includes a number of additional improvements, such as the ability to
export photos at different sizes, and adds fixes to keep the app running smoothly.
Pixelmator Photo 1.1:
https://www.pixelmator.com/photo/
Purchase and Download from the App Store:
https://itunes.apple.com/app/pixelmator/id1444636541
Main Screenshot (Image):
http://pixelmator-download.s3.amazonaws.com/press/Pixelmator-Photo-1.1-Lead-Image.jpg
Batch Editing (Image):
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http://pixelmator-download.s3.amazonaws.com/press/PixelmatorPhoto-1.1-Batch%20Editing.jpg
Press Kit (ZIP):
http://pixelmator-download.s3.amazonaws.com/press/Pixelmator-Photo-1.1-Press-Kit.zip

Founded in 2007 by two brothers, Saulius Dailide and Aidas Dailide, the Pixelmator Team
develops powerful image editing apps for Mac and iOS. The team's apps have been honored
with multiple Mac App of the Year awards, an iPad App of the Year award, an Apple Design
Award, and many others. Pixelmator for iPad was featured at the Apple Special Event in
October 2014. All Material and Software (C) Copyright 2007-2019 Pixelmator. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, Macintosh, iPhone, iPad, and macOS are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries. Other trademarks and
registered trademarks may be the property of their respective owners.
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